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JGENERAL APOLLO SA_"JRNV CSM LAUNCH ABORT ANALYSIS
By Edward M. Henderson
i.0 SUMMARY
i
The abort studies contained in this document were conducted for a
_ typical Apollo spacecraft and a typical Saturn V launch vehicle. These
data will be representative for launch abort planning for any of the
planned Apollo Saturn V l_,.unchesthat insert into a near-100-n, mi.
• altitude circular orbit. This document contains launch abort trajectories
for the co,m_nd anJ service modules (CSM). Specific trajectory data
• _ resulting from a launch escape vehicle abort, mode T a'_"not presented.
.'-. The data pre_ente_ shows the effects of variable launch azimuth,
correspondil_ to th_ lunar launch window, on the various launch _bcrt
parameters. The only significant effect of the variable azimuth on the
! launch aborts are the landing coordinates. The abort traJecto_, data
presented provides Information on abort monitoring, abort maneuver
: requirements, and abort results.
2.0 INTRODUCTION
s The abort studie_ contained in this document were conducted for a
"_ typical Apollo spacecrafU (CSM-103) and a typical Sat_n V la1_Ach
i vehicle (503). These data _rillbe ..e_re_entative for launch abort
planning for any of the planned Aiollo Saturn V l_unches that insert
into a near-100-n, mi. altitude circular" orbit.
These trajectory studies were conaucteC by TRW Systems Group,
Houston Operations, under MSC/TRW Task A_162, reference i. The data
were presented to MSC in reference 2.
The primary req,,irement for this launch abort analysis is to provide
supporting trajectory data to qualify tha_ the current techniques insure
safe recovery of the crew and spacecra_ for contingencies that could
occur during the launch phase. The launch abort trajectory data shown
is to provide information on abort monitoring, abort maneuver requirement,
and abort result. It is assumed that the launch vehicle performance can
vary over a wide range of conditions during launch. Therefore. these
] 970025254-0] ]
2conditions must be bounded by limits that would allo_ sufficient reaction
time by the crew and SC systems operations to perform a safe abort. Abort
action would be initiated, if the LV violates these limits, to prevent
flight with unsafe conditions. To avoid aborting a successful launch, the
limit lines are defined for the least restrictive conditions which will
allow a safe abort.
During launch the velocity, altitude, atmosphere, and launch
configuration change greatly; therefore, several abort modes, each
adaped to a portion of the launch trajectory, are required. Mode I aborts
_'otect the spacecraft and crew while the launch vehicle is on the pad
and during atmospheric flight. The procedure utilizes the launch escape
system for safe separation, and these aborts result in suborbital
trajectories with landings in the Atlantic Continuous Recovery Area (ACRe).
The ACRA extends from the launch pad out to a full-lift landing range of
3200 n. mi.
Mode II abort capability begins once the launch escape tower (LET)
• has been Jettisoned and continues until the contingency orbit insertion
capability is obtained or until the resulting landings threaten the
•! African coast. Mode II aborts consist of a manual CSM/S-IVB separation
from the launch vehicle, CM/SM separation, an entry orientation maneuver,
"_ and an open-loop, full-lift entry. These aborts result in a suborbital
trajectory with landing_ in the ACRA.
;*_I The mode III abort capability begins once the mode II landings
threaten the African coast and continues until nominal insertion. The
_i mode III aborts consist of a manual CSM/S-IVB separation, a fixed-attitude,
'_ ret "ograde service propulsion system (SPS) burn, CM/SM separation, an!
_i i entry orientation maneuver, and an open-loop, bank-south-55O-entry, a
_'_ These abort maneuvers result in suborbital trajectories with landings
i at the Atlantic Discrete Recovery Area (ADRA). The ADRA is currently
. _ defined by a half-lift (bank angle equals 55°) landing range, 3350 n. mi.
from the launch pad.
The mode IV, or contingency orbit insertion (COI) capability, begins
once the SPS can be used to insert the CSM _nto a safe orbit and continues
until the launch vehicle has obtained a safe orbit. This COI maneuver!
consists of a manual CSM/S-IVB separation, a fixed-attitude, posigrade .
' SPS burn that results in at least a 75-n. mi. perigee altitude, and
subsequent SPS deorbit to a planned landing area. These maneuvers result
in a safe orbital trajectory from which an alternate mission or an immediate
deorbit can be planned.
4 55°' aBank-south-55°-entry is flow full-lift up to 0.2g then bank south #
J
.... I !
]970025254-0]2
The apogee kick is also a CO1 procedure designed for nontime-critical
_. contingency situations in the positive flight-path angle region near
insertion. This maneuver consists of a manual CSM/S-IVB separation and
coast to apogee. At apogee, a fixed-attitude SPS burn is initiated to
raise perigee altitude to at least 75 n. mi. Like the mode IV maneuver,
the apogee kick procedure results in a safe orbit, and an alternate mission
or subsequent deorbit can be planned.
The following lists the basic abort requirements for each mode:
I I. Mode I aborts are required to provide rapid separation from the
_] launch vehicle during atmospheric flight.
I
I 2. Mode II aborts are required to assure sufficient entry sequencing
time prior to atmospheric capture and/or to avoid excessive entry loads.
-
3. Mode III aborts are required to provide safe water landings for
spacecraft systems malfunctions and extremely dispersed cutoff conditions
near insertion.
_. Mode IV, or CO1, is required to achieve a safe orbit followingo.
• 1.1.",)-5 premature S-IVB cutoff.
.... 5. Apogee kick, rather than the mode IV procedure, is prime in the
, _ositive flight-path angle region near insertion and allows the crew
• to attain a safe orbit following a pr_mature S-IVB cutoff.
- The data presented in this report are used to determine when the limiting
_ _ flight dynamic conditions for a safe abort are reached, to determine
_ which abort mode is required, and to provide the basic information
......I needed to perform an abort and information concerning the abort result.
An important aspect of this analysis is the added consideration
_ i which must be due to the possible variations in launch azimuth. Since
numerous variables determine the launch window and actual ascent azimuth,
i
i a comprehensive abort study must evaluate existing launch abort techniques
and procedures as to their adequacy over the range of azimuths possible.
Therefore, in addition to presenting an abort analysis for a typical
Serum V mission on a specified azimuth, this study also shows the effects
of variable flight azimuths on the overall trajectory data and major
short limit and decision lines. It includes representative tracking
information for each abort regime and contains typical flight dynamics
display facsimiles and crew charts for monitoring the launch phase of
. the mission.
Reference 3 is a recent comprehensive study of the effects of
dispersions on launch phase aborts. This reference can be used to
u supplement this document for dispersion type information. The sensitivities
1970025254-013
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of the various abort parameters for variations in weight, altitude,
burn attitude, and other parameters are discussed and graphically
displayed. Although the trajectories considered in reference 3 were all
S-IB trajectories, the conclusions are directly applicable to the S-V
trajectories.
Other trajectory studies have been conducted on launch aborts for
the Saturn V manned missions and are presented in references 4 and 5.
These studies show representative abort trajectory trends that can be
/_ used to supplement the enclosed data. Another document that describes
the current launch abort techniques in detail for the Apollo Saturn V
' launches is reference 6. This reference contains the flow charts and
• accompanying rationale for the abort cues, decisions, and data flow for
each of the abort modes.
Spacecraft tumbling could occur for aborts in which the launch
I vehicle failures result in high rates. Typically, this type of abort
could require an SPS burn to damp the rates; however, this additional
I sequence has a negligible effect on the resulting abort procedures and
!
trajectories. Thel'efore, the tumbling abort simulations have not
been included in these studies.
•, 3.0 INPUT DATA
The input data was as follows:
i. Aerodynamic data - Tables of drag coefficient (CD) versus Mach
5 '_ number and lift-to-drag ratio (L/D) versus Mach number for CM-103 were
•, based on SC c.g. and weights for the beginning of mission _aken from
:' reference 7. These data are presented in tables I and II of this report.
':' They are typical of the beginning-of-mission aerodynamics for current
Block II spacecraft. A corresponding beginning-of-mission CM entry
weight of 12 153 lb was used as a representative value.
2. Central body constants - Earth model constants were taken from
reference 8. The launch pad location was taken from reference 9. The
entry interface altitude is _00 000 ft, and the reference altitude for •
the time-of-free-fall (Tff) calculation is 300 000 ft.
3. Thrust axis - During an SPS burn the thrust axis is aligned
, through the center of gravity to eliminate rotational moments. Because
of the locations of the engine and center of gravity, this thrust axis
is set prior to launch through the CSM center of gravity. This offset
was simulated to be 2.15° from the X-body, corresponding to the null
• offset position (ref. 7). The thrust error due to the offset in the
• Y and Z components is negligible for this analysis.
1970025254-014
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4. Horizon monitor attitudes - A scribe mark has been positioned
on the command pilot's window where the angle between the command pilot's
line of sight and the CSM X-body axis is 0.553 radian, or 31.7°
(ref. i0). By maneuvering the C_ to superimpose this scribe mark on
the horizon of the earth, the command pilct obtains the attitudes
illustratedin figure 21 for a mode III abort and in figure 38 for the
mode IV and apogee kick maneuvers.
5. Nominal launch trajectories - The launch trajectory computer
printout, obtained from reference Ii, was used as the basis for the
specificdetailed analysis of a Saturn V launch on a 72° azimuth.
! Reference 12 contains five trajectories which were used to study the
, effects of variable azimuth on current launch abort procedures.
_ 6. S-If and S-YVB tailoffs - S-II and S-IVB thrust and weight flow
tailoffs were taken from reference 13. Tailoff is complete at 0.90 seconds
after S-IVB cutoff and 0.56 seconds after S-II cutoff.
' 7. Tracking site locations - Reference 9 defines the S-band tracking
I station locations for manned Apollo missions. These sites along with the
,_ insertion ship location, described in reference 14, were used to provide
1 a typical tracking summary for variable azimuth launches.
• _ 8. Trajectory simulation - The computer program documented in
_ reference 15 was used to simulate flights. The multi-vehicle N-stage
•_ _ (MVNS) program has the capability to simulate both powered and coasting
_! flight in a vacuum and in an atmosphere. For these studies vehicle
rotational dynamics do not have any significant consequences and were
not investigated.
_ ! The CSM/S-IVB (S-II) separationburn during an abort was simulated
I at the same inertial attitude as the vehicle has on the nominal trajectory
' , at the time of abort initiation. If an abort is necessary during the
i mission, the separation burn will b_ pcrfo_ed at whatever attitude the
vehicle has when separationoccurs. The change in flight d>mamic
parameters due to the reaction control system (RCS) separationburn is
so small that even a retrograde separationburn would have only a small
effect on the accuracy of the data presented in this report.
All of the data, except where indicated,were generated under the
assumption that the altitude at abort equals the altitude on the nominal
trajectory at the time of abort. Certain plotboard data are calculated
using the current vehicle altitude; therefore, deviations from nominal
altitude can be consideredby flight controllers during the mission.
Digital readout data calculated on the basis of current altitude are
, also available to flight controllersduring the mission.
J
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9. CSM weights, weight flow rates, thrust - A typical SPS thrust
and weight flow rate of 20 500 ib and 65.6 ib/sec, respectively, were
obtained from reference 16. The resultant +X RCS thrust using four Jets
is 393.8 ib, and the corresponding weight flow rate is 1.444 ib/sec.
The four-Jet +X RCS ullage value used for this study is less than the
total four-Jet thrust deliverable due to the I0° nozzle mounting offset.
Typical CSM and C_ weights used were 63 471 and 12 153 Ib, respectively
(ref. 16).
; i0. Inertial measurement unit (IMU) reference system - The IMU
reference system used in this report to define the attitude angles is a
right-handed orthogonal coordinate system centered at the launch site.
The positive X-axis extends downrange along the flight azimuth and lies
in the horizontal plane. The positive Z-axis is directed downward along
the astronomical vertical at lift-off. The positive Y-axis completes the
right-handed system. Figure 1 shows this orientation.
4.0 DISCUSSION OF LAUNCH ABORT TRAJECTORY DATA
4.1 General Trajectory Data
Figures 2, 3, 4, and 5 show typical trajectory parameters for a
Saturn V mission. These particular curves were generated for Mission D;
however, they are representative of nominal Saturn V launches. Thrust
and weight flow termination occurs at guidance cutoff, and nominal insertion
i occurs I0 seconds later. Figure 4 shows typical gimbal angle readouts of
' the spacecraft onboard inertial measurement unit (IMU) for the nominal
i! trajectory. These attitudes are referenced to figure i. Figure 5 includes
a bar graph showing the typical regions of contingency capability
,; corresponding to each abort mode along the nominal launch trajectory.
Figures 6 and 7 show five typical ground tracks for the flight azimuths
throughout t_helunar launch window. These traces are similar to the locus
of points describing the full-lift landing range, and are used to depict
the same in portions of this document. The range of possible ascent
azimuths extends from 72° to 108 °. Included on figures 6 and 7 Are
constant range lines showing down-range distances from the launch pad
along each flight azimuth.
Figure 6 shows the typical tracking site a_quisition circles
associated with the stations listed in reference 9. These ellipses are
based on a 100-n. mi. altitude and a 0° elevation angle at acquisition.
The insertion ship location shown on figure 6 was obtained from
reference i_ and is positioned for optimal tracking coverage over the
indicated range of azimuths. The dotted lines on figure 7 depict the
I
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7, landing ranges corresponding to the end of the mode II region (3200 n. mi.)
'_' and the ADRA (3350 n. mi.). Also shown on figure 7 are t_ree landing
" footprints showing the relative landing range control at the indicated
positions along the ground tracks. These footprint lengths remain
'i- relatively constant along the range of ascent azimuths at similar down-
range distances.
If a contingency develops during the ascent phase and requires an
_ abort, yet is not time-critical, then the abort action will be delayed
I until one of the fixed times of abort. These are defined as groundelapsed times of 2m00s, 3m00s, 4m30s , and 9toO0s. Figure 8 shows the
African continent on a plot having launch azimuth as ordinate and
down-range distance from the launch pad as abscissa. Note that for
flight azimuths greater than 92°, the land mass shrinks from approximately
4600 n. mi. to between 16-0 and 1200 n. mi., substantially decreasing the
possibility of land landings.
Figure 9 shows a plot of down-range dAstance from the Cape as a
function of inertial velocity. Scale 1 depicts conditions during the
entire ascent phase, and scale 2 shows the region near insertion. This
. plot is representative for all launch azimuths and can be used in
conjunction with other figures in this document to relate conditions at
abort initiation to distances from the Cape.
'J":" 4.2 Mode II Abort Dita
'. The sequence of events for typical mode II aborts is listed in
table III. Mode II coverage begins when the LET is Jettisoned and ends
_-_-. when the landing range, resulting from the sequence listed in table III,
is greater than 3200 n. mi, down range of the launch pad (end of ACRA).
" For nominal Saturn V missions, tower Jettison occurs approximately
: 3 minutes after lift-off. The duration of mode II capability displayed
on figure i0 is representative of the length of coverage for Saturn V
missions.
Figures ii, 12, 13, 14, and 15 show S-band tracking coverage during
nominal mode II aborts for flight azimuths of 72°, 81°, 90°, 99° , and
108°. Lines showing acquisition of signal (AOS) and loss (LOS) for
nominal altitude anl 0° elevation angle, are presented in terms of
ground elapsed time from lift-off and ground elapsed time of a_:t.
The cross-hatched regions depict regimes having no tracking coverage, and
the communication blackout regions have been included to show the times
,., when ionization precludes S-band cogBunication. Ground elapsed time at
23 500 ft (drogue chute deployaent) is also included to show the
termination of the abort simulations.
1970028284-017
8During the entry portion of an abort, the maximum acceptable g-load
is considered to be 16g. Figure 16 shows the movement of the 16g full-
lift entry limit line and the minimum entry sequence line (Tff equals
100 seconds to BOO 000 ft) as ftnctions of flight azimuth. Notice that
: the 72° flight azimuth is most constraining for the entry load factor
limit lines, whereas the 108° azimuth restricts free fall time the most.
The relative movement of these major abort limit lines with launch
azimuth is so small that the 72° limit can be used in each case for all
1 azimuths with negligible effect on abort capability in the mode II region.
These abort limits, as displayed in real time (discussed in Section 5.2),
will account for the variations in azimuth.
Figure 17 presents typical 16g and time-of-free-fall limit lines
which were generated for Mission D. Also included in this plot are
i constant full-lift landing range lines showing the variation in landing
range capability throughout the mode II regime. Constant entry load
factor lines showing full-lift entry decelerations from 10g to 20g are
presented ss functions of inertial velocity and inertial flight-path angle
at entry interface altitude (400 000 ft) in figure 18. This Vigure
provides a quick means of estimating entry decelerations when the
, anticipated trajectory conditions at 400 000 ft are known. These g-curves
are invariant with respect to ascent azimuth and were generated for a
lift-to-drag ratio of 0.29.
The major effect of variable azimuth launches on mode II aborts is
that the actual full-lift landing points (geodetic latitude and longitude)
will move south with southerly launch azimuths. Figure 19 shows the
maximum deviation in full-lift landing range as a function of inertial
velocity of abort It can be used in conjunction with eitker figure 6!
"i or 7 to obtain landing point locations for mode II aborts on azimuths
between 72° and 108°. Knowing the acsent azimuth and inertial velocity
at abort, one can obtain a full-lift landing range from figure 19. This
landing range can then be transferred to the corresponding flight azimuth
or ground track in either figure 6 or 7, and the geodetic latitude and
longitude of landing can be read off the scales. Tables IV and V list
pertinent characte_'istics for typical nominal mode II aborts for a
launch azimuth of 72°.
Figure 20 shows a plot of the typical differences between the
predicted time of free fall to BOO 000 ft above a spherical earth with
the launch pad radius and actual free-fall time above the ellipsoid as
functions of abort velocity. All mode II data were generated under the
assumption that the altitude at abort equals the altitude on the nominal
i trajectory at the time of abort. Also shown in figure 20 is the variation
in the maximum entry load factor following nominal mode II aborts on
flight azimuths between 72° and 108°. Notice that the variation in load
factor is relatively small, approximately O.ig_ however, variations in
free-fall time may be as great as 12 to 15 seconds for the more southerly •
ascent azimuths.
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94.3 Mode III Abort Data
The sequence of events for mode III aborts for Saturn V missions is
listed in table VI. The RCS plus X translation burn begins 3 seconds
after abort initiation and is performed at the same inertial attitude
that the vehicle has on the nominal trajectory at the time of abort
initiation. The retrograde horizon monitor attitude simulated,
illustrated in figure 21, is altitude dependent, as shown in figure 22.
' During the SPS burn the stabilization and control system (SCS) will#
maintain the CSM in the inertial attitude which corresponds to its
horizon monitor attitude at SPS ignition. The bank angle used from
0.2g deceleration to drogue deployment is 55° south to be consisten with
'. the end-of-mission backup entry procedure. Also, 55° bank maximizes
I cross-range travel, which further a
reduces low CM/SM recontact
._ probability.
i Mode III abort capability begins when the full-lift landing rangeexceeds 3200 n. mi. Mode III ends once time-of-free-fall restrictions
will not allow sufficient SPS burn time to assure a safe water landing.
The landing location for mode Ill aborts is in the ADRA, 3350-n. mi.
, down range of the launch site. Figure 23 shows the movement of the
ADRA target as a function of launch azimuth.
Figure 24 shows typical CM landing range as a function of ground
• elapsed time of abort for the mode II, mode III interface region. Note
:- that the crew would orient the CM for a full-lift entry until the landing
range exceeded 3200 n. mi. from the launch pad. When the landing range
exceeds 3200 n. mi., the spacecraft crew would perform a mode III abort
and roll the CM 55° south during entry, As is indicated by figure 24,
i early mode III aborts require no SPS retrograde burn and will land short
of the 3350-n, mi. ADRA. SP8 burn times less than 2 seconds will not be
considered for nominal mode III aborts.
Figure 25 presents a typical mode IIl abort region which was
generated for Mission D. Shown are constant time-of-free-fall lines to
300 000 ft after SPS cutoff, constant 8PS AV lines, the 16g entry-load-
factor line, and a line depicting an apogee altitude of 500 n. mi. The
; mode IIl AV lines will shift approximately i00 fps over a range of
azimuths from 72° to 108°, Figure 26 shows the total variation in
_ selected mode IIl AV lines over this range of flight azimuths . The
circled _oints shown on figure 26 are data taken from the previous figure
(fig. 25) and represent constant AV lines for a Saturn V mission on a
72° azimuth. For variable azimuth missions, then, it is necessary to
present only mode III AV lines for the 72° flight azimuth since they
will be the most constraining. Should delays in lift-off necessitate
launching further south, the same plot could be used to estimate
mode III SPS AV on a_V azimuth and it would be known that the resulting
landings will be slightly west of the ADRA. Figures 27 and 28 show typical
f
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mode III abort regions for plus and minus 10-n. mi. altitude dispersions
at abort. Again, lines depicting constant SPS AV for off-nominal
altitudes at abort need only be shown for the 72° flight azimuth as these
are the most restrictive.
SPS burn duration and typical CSM weight loss are shown as functions
of sensed velocity change in figure 29. This SPS burn relationship is
independent of b_rn attitude and, therefore, is also valid for mode IV
and apogee kick burns. CSM weight is shown for more accurate interpreta-
tion of burn history, and the curves must be adjusted to conform with
proper weight.
Figure 30 shows the time of free fall to 300 000 ft after SPS
cutoff and the maximum entry load factor following nominal mode Ill aborts
for a typical Saturn V ascent on a 72° flight azimuth. Note that these
data are representative of conditions following nominal mode III aborts
and are well within the abort limits established for Saturn V missions.
Reentry decelerations following both mode II and mode III aborts are
relatively insensitive to azimuth variations; however, the difference
between predicted and actual free-fall time to entry interface does
increase along more southerly azimuths. Figure 31 presents the differences
.. between predicted and actual free-fall time for a nominal mode III abort
as functions of flight azimuth. For example, figure 31 indicates that
for mode III aborts on a 108 ° flight azimuth, the actual 1"ree-fall time
to entry interface (300 000 ft) will be i0 to 12 seconds less than the
predicted time.
Figures 32 through 36 present the tracking coverage analysis for
nominal mode III aborts on flight azimuths between 72° and 108 °. Also
included in each figure is the S-band communication blackout region, which
• is depicted by the cross-hatched area. Note that the blackout duration
'" is relatively insensitive to azimuth and lasts approximately
] minute _0 seconds. Loss of tracking coverage during nominal mode III
aborts is shown by the shaded regions in figures 32 through 36. Notice
that of the five flight azimuths investigated, the 108° ascent has the
least coverage duration. SPS mode Ill burn duration is shown to estimate
tracking during and after the burn for each azimuth.
Figure 37 shows the retrograde SPS burn required to land at the ADRA
as a function of ground elapsed time of abort for a typical mode Ill abort
on a 72° flight azimuth. Note that this curve was generated assuming
a hypersonic L/D equal to 0.267. For larger L/D's, this curve will shift
slightly to the left, since the _nereased range capability due to the
higher L/D ratio will increase the SPS burn required to assure an ADRA
landing for a given time of abort. Table VII presents t}_ical character-
istics for nominal mode III aborts on a 72@ flight azimuth.
ii
4.h Mode IV COI Data
The sequence of events for a mode IV abort is given in table VIII,
and the posigrade attitude simulated is shown in figure 38. A mode IV
abort is a COI maneuver using the SPS. The resulting perigee attitude
must be at least 75-n. mi., and the apogee must be low enough to permit
a deorbit from any point in the orbit. In real time during an actual
mission, the Real-Time Computing Complex (RTCC) generates an SPS AV
such that the resulting perigee altitude is at least 75 n. mi. at SPS
• cutoff. Flight control then adds an additional i00 fps to the RTCC-
computed burn magnitude and transmits this "padded" value to the
spacecraft crew. Currently planned SPS propellant loadings for Saturn V
missions allow for a total sensed velocity change of approximately
l0 000 fps. Since the typical maximum AV need for the COI is less than
4000 .*ps,the remaining 6000 fps is more than sufficient to arrest any
rates and deorbit to a planned recovery area. The fixed ignition time
and fixed attitude during the burn are instrumental in the relative low
AV orbital capability.
A COI capability analysis was investigated for Mission D and is
-,_ ./....:| presented in figure 39. This figure shows typical abort envelopes ini the CO1 region and is representative of the type of limits placed on the
CO1 maneuver for Saturn V missions. The theoretical CO1 regime was
•"._ generated assuming nominal conditions at abort, the correct pitch attitude
: _ at SP8 ignition, and an unlimited amount of available SPS AV. The effects
-I of a plus and minus 5° pitch error and a plus and minus 5-n. mi. attitude
- error on the COl envelope are also included in this figure. During a
i typical Saturn V mission, the RTCC will know the actual altitude at abort,
.., but will not be able to account for the pitch attitude errors during
•., ' i the burn. Therefore, the value of the posigrade burn sent up to the crew
"_" _ will not consider any attitude variation. The C01 regions contained
" :_I in the succeeding figures are composites of the plus 5° pitch error line
J in the positive flight-path angle region and the minus 5° pitch error line
_-'i in the negative flight-path angle region. A mode IV procedure will be
. |
, performed only if orbital conditions are in this region. Mode IV maneuvers
performed outside this region could, with errors greater than those
shown, result in a maximum perigee altitude of less than 75-n. mi. - an
unsafe orbit.
Figure h0 presents a nominal C01 region with constant SP8 AV lines
from 0 to 2200 fps at 200 fps intervals on a plot of inertial flight-path
angle versus inertial velocity. These constant AV lines indicate the
i sensed velocity change necessary to achieve an orbit with a 75-n. mi.
i perigee.
., t Constant apogee lines displayed on figure hO show the dimensions of
• "t of the COX. However, these AV quantities will be padded an a_ditional
-!,, • ., [] m
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i00 fps in real time to assure a safe orbit, and the orbital parameters
will vary.accordingly. _See table IX.) The GO - NO-CO line (iV = 0)
indi:ates conditions &t abort resulting in an orbit with a 75 n. mi.
perigee. On or tc the right of this line, the ,.ode IV AV is zero.
Figures 41 and 42 show the effects of a plus and minus 10-n. mi.
altitude deviation at abort on the CO1 regions and burn AV's. The COI
regions preGented in the pr_ceding three figures were generated for
Mission D; however, they do represent typical C01 capabilities for
Saturn V missions and the effects of pitch and altitude errors on this
i capability. Should the RTCC be unable to provide a SPS AV for a mode IV
abort during an actual mission, flight control would use updated curves
2
simi.lar to _'igures 34, 35, and 36 to pass to the c1:w a SPS AV magnitude.
I Fi_z_-e 43 presents the variation in the nominal COl boundary for
flight azimuths between 72° and 108°. The total shift in the COl envelope
over the range of azimuths investigated is approximately 50 fps. This
J indicates that for Saturn V missions, the COl region is relatively
i insensitive to _ariations in azimuth....-.. Tracki_ cover ge during COl posigrade burns is presente_ as a
., function of 8roun_ elapsed time of abort and SPS burn time in _?igure_,44
throu@n 48. For the five azimuths investigated, the CSM was acquirecL
by at ".eas_ wo t ack ng stations prior to S_S ignition. The cross-
I hatched regions on these figures show regions which are not covered bytra king duri g the CO1 burn. Problem areas exist fo large COl burns
and very depending on the ascent azimuth. As is indicated by the
preceding fiv3 figures, the 108° ascent azimuth is significantly
aff_.ctedby tracking lo_s durin_ the burn with approximately S minutes
of tracking coverage for COl burns from the nominal.
t.... Table IX contains typical SPS burn duration, SPS sensed velocity
change, and resulting apogee altitudes for nominal mode IV aborts on a
'. ._ 72_ fligh_ a_im_th. Since flight control will normally request the
I crew to burn an a_.litional i00 fps more than that required to attain a7_-n. mi. perigee cltitude, the resulting SPS burn time, sensed velocity
ch_ge, and perigee and apogee altitudes for the "padded" burn are aS.so
included in this +.able. The pitch attitude at SPS Ignition in the local
coordinate system is shown in fi_-,-e 40. Positive pitch is meam,r¢_
upward f:_m the projection of the velocity vector on the local horizontal
plane.
4._ Apogee Kick Abort Data
A modified mode IV procedure, called apogee kick, is a COl maneuver
which can be u_ed to aAvantage for some positive flight-path angle
contingencies near insertion. The SPS burn to rain perigee to delayed
,, until the CSM coasts to apogee. The CSM attitude simulated for the
-ilr-, ,, I - I ---- .... I
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"_ posigrade SPS burn is identical to that. used for the mode IV maneuver,
figure 38. Compared to the standard mode IV sequence, apogee kick _:lows
the crew more time to prepare for the SPS burn and requires a smaller
AV to achieve a 75-n. mi. perigee. Apogee kick also has the advantage
of a smaller increase in apogee altitude during the ;'S b,_n. This
burn will be padded an additional i00 fps similarly to the mode IV
maneuvers. A lower apogee requires les_ retrograde burn for a deorbit
• maneuver performed near perigee. As a rule the apogee kick technique
is less sensitive to trajectory disl.rsions _han the mode IV procedure.
Figure 30 presents a typical apogee kick abort region for a :aturn Vmission on a 72° launch azimuth. Shown are coast-time-to-apogee linesr
in increments of five minutes, constant SPS AV's a_ apogee to raise
perigee to 75 n. mi., and resulting apogee altitudes _,tabort. For
'E a particular launch vehicle-CSM configuration, the apogee kic_ region
is relatively insensitive to variations in flight azi_Ath. However,
• _ booster performance characteristics, CSM thruct, and weight differences
i may alter the apogee kick capability on a mission-to-mlssion basis. This
sensitivity will require that the apogee kick regio._ be investigated
for each individual mission, and once a region of capability has be_n
_ established for a particular mission, it is very pr,bable that flight
| azimuth will have little effect cn it.
i
' Figure 51 presents a composite plot showing the abort capability|
,I overlap for a typical Saturn V launch. Once the S-1%_ has crossed the
i GO - NO-GO line, no abort action will be required unless a necessary
t cpacecraft _ystem malfunctions and _reclude_ continuing the mission.
i
!
4.6 SPS Failure Data
•Y As was discussed in the preceding zecti-_ns, if the SPS is
i operational, a continuous abort capability ,ioes exist throughout thelaunch phase for Saturn V missions. There are two regions during the
launch phase, modes III and IV, where SPS failures produce
could uns_Afe
' orbital or landing conditions. Ax,unsafe orbit is defined as one with
a perigee altitude g_eater than h0 n. mi., but less than 75 n. mi., and
an unsafe landing condition implies a CM landing on the African continent.
i Because of the variable flight azlmvth aspect of Saturn V missions, the
! African !and mass shrinks from approximately h500 n. mi. on a 72° azimuth
i
i to about 1400 n. mi. on a 108° azimuth (fig. 8) and becomes less
i hazardous.Figures 52 and 53 present spacecraft landing locations for SPS
failures during ncminai mode III and mode IV aborts on a 72 ° flight
azJmuth. For SPS malfunctions during mode III and mode IV launch aborts
on more southerly azir,ths (92 ° to 108 c ), the possibility of African
landings will be significantl_r reduce4 since the actual land mass shrinks
considerably.
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Figure 59 shows typical spacecraft landing traces and maximum entry
decelerations for three CM entry lift profiles. Since these particular
lines are relatively insensitive to flight azimuth for a particular set
of CM characteristics, they can be used effectively to determine limits
on abort cond;tions which will necessarily result in African landings
when the SPS is inoperative. Should conditions at abort permit the use
of lift vector control to avoid any land landing, the appropriate entry
lift profile and resulting maximum entry deceleration can be chosen
from figure 54.a Full-lift (bank angle equals 0°) range lines at the
east coast of Africa and zero-lift (bank angle equals 90°) range lines
at the west coast of Africa are shown as functions of inertial velocity
and inertial flight-path angle at abort in figure 55 for ascent azimuths
of 72°, 81°, 90_, 99°, and 108°. Also included in this figure is a
._ typical near-insertion nominal trajectory trace for a Saturn V mission.
•; Figure 55 can be used to determine if a CM African landing is imminent for
any particular velocity - flight-path angle - azimuth combination during
i the ascent _hase of the mission.
I As discussed previously, in the event that the SPS fails to ignite
I during a mode III or mode IV abort procedure and the predicted CM landing
• point is on the African continent near the east or west coast, CM
| lift-vector control is the primary tool available to prevent a land
ilanding. A limited amount of SM RCS thrust is also available to supplemententry profile modification. Figures 56 and 57 show the additional landing• range control capability using the SM RCS. It was assumed that the
• | SPS failed to ignite 125 seconds after S-IVB cutoff and that 2 minutes
i were required for malfunction diagnosis and a second SPS ignition attempt.All SM RCS burns were initiated hm5s after S-IVB cutoff and terminated
when the time f free fall to 300 000 ft equaled i00 seconds.
_! Since only a limited amount of additional thrust is available from
the SM RCS, only those contingencies which afford an optimum use of the
i SM RCS were investigated. Figure 56 shows the full-lift and zero-lift
l _ CM landing ranges as functions of inertial velocity at abort. Curve i
depicts the full-lift landing range resulting from the use of four plus-X
SM RCS thrusters with the CSM in the mode IV posigrade attitude, and
curve 2 shows the zero-lift landing range following the use of four plus-X
thrusters with the CSM in the mode III retrograde attitude. The SM RCS
plus-X thrusters are most optimally used in the mode IV posigrade
attitude to overfly Africa and effect an Indian Ocean landing, and the
mode III retrograde orientation to return to the Atlantic.
F:q_e 57 indicates that using the SM RCS thrusters in the retrograde
attitude is equivalent to approximately 1.5 seconds of S-IVB burn time.
That is, with the 0dditional SM RCS thrust, a 3200-n. mi. zero-lift
__ landing range can be e_fected 1.5 seconds later during the nominal ascent
aNote the Cape Verde Island could be a problem for landing ranges
around 3100 n. ml. along the 85° to 90° launch azimuth traces.
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_ trajectory. Use of SM RCS thrust in the posigrade attitude will allow
7. a @4 full-lift landing range 8000 n. mi. from the Cape 3 seconds sooner
than would normally be the case.
The results of these studies indicate that the maximum total
_ reduction in dwell-time over Africa resulting from the most optimal
_ use of the SM RCS thrusters is slightly less than 5 seconds. In most
cases, a few additional seconds of S-IVB burn time is equivilant to
more than 500 seconds of SM RCS thrust.
5.0 LAUNCH TRAJECTORY MONITORING
i
_ 5.1 Abort Mode Selection
_ i A t_-pical Saturn V launch trajectory is divided into abort mode
i regions which are selected depending upon
i. Spacecraft propulsion and performance capabilities.
i_II• 2. Trajectory conditions at abort initiation.
_ 3. Status of life support systems.
Consequently, ab t m des are defined o protect for the following
' " contingencies :
_ i. Mode I - The mode I abort procedures are designed to protect
_. the crew for contingencies that could occur while the launch vehicle is
on the pad, in the sensible atmosphere, at S-IC/S-II staging, and
• /| during the first portion of S-ll powered flight. Contingencies occurring
i in this region of flight require an escape system that will insure rapid
" , detection of the malfunction, provide adequate separation from the launch
vehicle in the event of an impending catastrophe, and to provide sufficient
! activation of the spacecraft's earth landing systems. Therefore, a
mode I abort is selected when the launch escape vehicle is required
! to insure a safe procedure.
2. Mode II - The mode II abort procedures are designed for
contingencies occurring after the launch escape tower Jettison either
until a safe orbit can be achieved with the SPS or until the resulting
landings threaten the west coast of Africa. Because the aborts initiatedI
_I in this region can result in very high entry loads (g's) and/or time-
ii_!i critical entries, no range control maneuvers are considered. A full-lift
I
entry is used to minimize g's, and a simple separation technique is
established for rapid entry orientation. The mode IT procedure requires
• at least i00 seconds of coast from S-IVB or S-II cutoff to 300 000 ft
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altitude to orientate the CM to proper atmospheric capture attitude.
For low launch trajectories, this sometimes requires extending the mode I
region or delaying tower Jettison until sufficient free-fall time is
available to perform the mode II abort. If a nontime-critical contingency
deve ops in the mode II region, then the abort will be delayed until
one of the fixed abort times. These are presently defined as ground
elapsed time of hm30s and 9toO0s for mode II.
3. Mode III - The mode III abort procedures are for contingencies
occurring beyond mode II when a safe orbit cannot be achieved or when
3 spacecraft system._ malfunctions require immediate landings. The first
mode III requirement is unlikely because of the large region of
available COl capability, and S-IVB cutoff conditions would have to
bo greatly dispersed from the nominal launch trajectory to necessitate
initiating a mode III abort. Since no time-critical systems malfunction
has been identified that would require an immediate landing, the
_ probability of employing a mode III abort procedure is very small.
h. Mode IV - This CO1 procedure is selected for contingencies
! occurring once the SPS can insert the spacecraft into a safe orbit
•_ (perigee altitude _ 75 n. mi.) and deorbit from any place in the
resulting orbit. This technique is the prime selection because it is
safest. It allows the ground and crew ample time in earth orbit to4
_ determine the spacecraft's trajectory and system status, and the ground
• i can compute a precise deorbit maneuver for a planned landing area.
I Depending on the propellant available after executing the COl maneuver,
an alternate mission may be persued, fulfilling some of the originally
|_ planned test objectives. This COl maneuver will be performed at a fixedtime after S-IVB cutoff, or, if possible, delayed until an apogee kick
maneuver can be performed.
5. Apogee kick - This procedure is a CO1 similar to mode IV, in
that it uses the SPS to insert the spacecraft into a safe orbit. Should
the S-I_B shut down prematurely in the positive flight-path angle region
near insertion, the spacecraft crew would separate the CSM fr_n the
S-IVB and coast to apogee. At apogee, they would perform a posigrade
SPS burn in the mode IV attitude ho raise their perigee altitude to at
least 75 n. mi. The apogee kick maneuver has the following advantages:
I. Requires less AV than the mode IV maneuver.
! 2. Results in smaller apogees.
i 3. Gives the spacecraft crew additional time to prepare for the
'_ SPS burn.
h. Is less sensitive to trajectory or execution errors.
-
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m
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Therefore, the apogee kick maneuver should be selected whenever the
apogee is located favorably for the mode IV procedure.
•y
To summarize, the abort mode selection criterion is based on the
_ safest procedure available, Mode I, mode II, or deorbiting at a
it planned landing area would be the best procedure for spacecraft systems• malfunctions that require terminating the mission. The COl procedur s,
mode IV and apogee kick, would be used whenever possible for adverse
trajectory conditions at S-IVB cutoff.
5.2 Ground Monitoring
The ground flight controllers at the Mission Control Center in
Houston (MCC-H) have the primary responsibility of monitoring the
trajectory during the launch phase• The ground is prime for determining
abort trajectory limit violations, abort mode decisions, and GO - NO-GO
orbit insertion status. To aid the ground's trajectory monitoring are the
flight dynamics displays.
The flight dynamics displays are the visual aids which are
- available for the Flight Dynamics, Retrofire, and Guidance Officers for
_ trajectory monitoring during the launch. There are launch digitals and
projection plots displayed on cathode ray tubes and analog plotboards to
:, be used to determine the trajectory status and to command abort action
, if necessary. The displays are driven by real-time computer computations
based on the actual flight data received from the Manned Space Flight
Network (MSFN).
_i Figures 58 through 65 present the background plots currently
. , , proposed to monitor the trajectory traces for manned Saturn V missions.
_ .. These figures are similar to those used for S-IB launcheF, and, in --
addition, they reflect variable azimuth constraints It should be
noted here that these _lotboards will be updated with specific mission
data for each launch.
Figure 58 is the primary display for monitoring the launch trajectory.
The lines shown on this display, except for the structural breakup line,
were computed assuming that the altitudes corresponding to the inertial
velocities along the nominal launch trajectory remain constant for the
flight-path angles investigated. The nominal launch profile is shown
for easy detection of launch deviations.
The structural breakup line defines the region where structural
failure is assured. Structural failures above this line are protected
. . by the emergency detection system (EDS). This line is used to protect
,_ against slow drifting trajectories which will not be covered by the EDS,
•, and it is the only line on this display that will be used to co_nd
". , L...,,_/
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abort action. It is biased 8.5 seconds for data and reaction delays.
The line is only valid when all five engines are thrusting during S-IC
flight• The maximum load factor line is used only to indicate an
impending abort. The actual abort action will be taken on figure 59.
The time-of-free-fall line is also used only as an indication, and abort
action will be taken when the time-of-free-fall digital equals 100 seconds
and is decreasing.
The mode IV capability line is an unbiased line based on the region
defined by the most restrictive combination of the pitch error regions
that were shown in figures 39 and 40• When the trajectory trace reaches
this line, the spacecraft has achieved COI capability, and the ground
will inform the crew that mode IV status has been achieved. This line will
be erroneous if the trajectory is off-nominal in altitude• The S-IVB
early staging line is included in figure 58 and represents the first
time trajectory conditions will permit an S-IVB/S-II early staging and
still result in near 100-n. mi. orbital insertion.
The apogee kick line indicates when, after S-IVB shutdown, there
' would remain 5 minutes until apogee. The GO - N0-GO line is determined
" . by trajectory parameters which define a 75-n. mi. perigee altitude for
_ i S-IVB shutdowns occurring with the nominal insertion altitude. The
GO - N0-GO decision will be based on the digital displays for the
•_ selected tracking source after S-IVB cutoff. The 500-n mi. apogee
:, line is an unbiased line indicating the trajectory conditions that define
an instantaneous 500-n. mi. apogee•
•, A potential abort limit that may be added to this display is an
; exit heating limit. This limit will protect against flight conditions
'!.. which would cause heating damage to the spacecraft during launch.
. ..' This limit is currently under investigation by North American Rockwell,
• '. and its exact use will depend upon the results of these studies.
-,, d
The time-of-free-fall and the maximum-entry-load-factor limit lines
in figure 58 were generated using the altitude on the nominal trajectory
corresponding to the velocity at abort initiation. These lines will be
inaccurate at off-nominal altitudes. To avoid making an abort decision
on an inaccurate boundary, the flight controllers will switch to one
of the plotboards shown in fi&ures 59 and 60 if the maximum entry load
factor or time-of-free-fall limits in figure 58 are approached. The
plotboard on figure 59 displays the trace of the actual entry conditions
at 400 000-ft altitude, and the one on figure 60 displays the trace of
., free-fall time and full-lift landing range. These parameters are computed -=
: almost instantaneously by the real-time program from the actwAl position
ill_i and velocity vectors extracted from the flight data. Therefore, the
lines shown on these displays are not subjected to altitude assumptions
•. as are the one of figure 58. The S-ll performance boundary is also
included in figures 59 and 60 to show the limiting conditions on S-II
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_'_ performance degradation which would still allow an S-IVB early staging
and insertion into a near-nominal orbit.
Figure 59 will be used to initiate abort action for trajectory
violations that result in excessive maximum entry load factors.
Figure 60 illustrates the nominal full-lift landing range variation with
free-fall time. This plot shows the free-fall-time abort limit, but abort
action will be taken on the digital value of free-fall time of 100 seconds
_ and decreasing. Full-lift landing range at the ADRA has also been
included in figure 60 to show where the mode II abort region ends.
i Figure 61 shows the geodetic latitude versus longitude plotboard,
which is used to record the predicted mode II landing point of the CM.
Since these plotboards were designed to be used over a wide range of
ascent azimuths, the full-lift_landing_range traces along five selected
azimuths (72°, 81°, 90°, 99°, and 108°) are shown on scale I. Three
of these traces (72°, 90°, and 108°) are continued on scale II. When the
' full-lift-landing-range trajectory trace crosses the "Full-Lift Line for
3200 Nautical Miles", mode II capability ends. Acquisition ellipses
for the Canary Island, Bermuda, Antigua, the Insertion ship, Grand
_ Bahama, and Ascension Island tracking stations ar_ shown for a 100-n. mi
altitude and 0° elevation angle tracking conditions. Full-lift-landing-
range lines at abort times of 6m50s and 9 minutes are also included in
figure 61.
Figure 62 is the Apollo guidance computer (AGC) Dynamic Status
display. This display will be used to compare the trajectory from the
AGC tracking data with that of other sources. The mode IV capability
line is also shown to indicate when the AGC would compute a valid C0I
"' ' maneuver. Also included is the S-IVB early staging line showing the
first time the S-IVB is capable of attaining orbital insertion. This
! display, along with other data, is used to indicate that the AGC is
navigating properly.
Figure 63 displays the inertial flight-path angle and velocity-to-go
(VS) to achieve a 75-n. mi. altitude perigee orbit. When the trace
crosses the VS = 0 line, a GO orbit is achieved. The primary use of
this display will be to monitor the COI maneuver. This display will
indicate when the C0I burn has achieved a safe orbit. Altitude variations
of plus and minus 15 n. mi. are shown for the mode IV capability line.
Since the three trajectory parameters of velocity, flight-path angle,
and altitude are the quantities that determine mode IV capability,
these lines would enable defining C01 capability 15 seconds prior to the
burn and not Just at 125 seconds after S-IVB cutoff. Also for delayed
burns, it would show for the altitudes consider_ when COl capability
is lost.
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The altitude-versus-range profile is shown on figure 64. This
display would show when the altitude history deviates significantly
from the planned profile. The display can be used in conjunction with
figure 58 to help determine the validity of those altitude-dependent
lines. The mode IC mark is a biased i00 O00-ft altitude line which
defines the first time the crew can perform the high altitude mode I
abort procedure. The actual ground report to the crew will be based
on the corresponding digital value of altitude. The 75-n. mi. altitude
: line shows the smallest altitude for which a CO1 maneuver can be
computed.
i Figure 65 presents the wedge angle and cross-range velocity versus
inertial velocity plotboard. Three wedge angle traces for launch azimuthsof 72°, 90° , and 108° are shown. This figure is used to monitor the
ascent trajectory and indicates that the launch vehicle is targeting
i to the correct insertion conditions
, The flight dynamics displays are designed to account f_r off-nominal
flight-path angles and altitudes for abort conditions where possible.
However, much of the information data shown on the displays is computed
-_ premission, and a nominal altitude history has been assumed. For this
reason, to back up the RTCC computations, and to serve as a cross check,
the abort burn AV parameters will be generated for several different
altitudes for each mission. Thes_ will be flight controller console
plots which can be used in simulations or during the mission to compare
with or to replace RTCC solutions.
5.3 Onboard Monitoring
"_'_'t During the launch the crew has program ii and its corresponding
display and keyboard panel (DSKY) displays to facilitate trajectory
monitoring (fig. 66). This program is automatically initiated upon
I lift-ofT and is available until the ground or crew commands program 00.
i Normally the Mission Control Center (MCC) will inform the crew of their
trajectory status. However, if voice communications were lost during
the launch, the crew would have to depend on the DSKY for this information.
Table X shows the values of the parameters for a nominal launch, which
were computed with the COLOSSUS guidance equations (ref. 17) for a
typical Saturn V mission• During the launch, these parameters are
; updated every two seconds and displayed to the crew. Any time the MCC
would rule the spacecraft guidance NO GO from the displays like
i figure 59, the computer will be commanded to program 00, and these DSKY
I displays would no longer be available.
' In conjunction with the DSKY displays in program ii, two onboard
charts are proposed for use in the event of voice communications loss
during the launch (figs. 67 and 68). ,,
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The basic displays for launch monitoring are the inertial velocity,
: altitude rate, and altitude parameters Therefore, these are the
parameters used to govern the charts. The charts with the DSKY are to
he used to help determine when abort action is necessary and what action
is required. These functions would normally be con&ucted by the MCC when
voice communications exist. Once the abort decision has been made, the
crew would use the DSKY parameters to monitor the abort burn. The
following list defines the action required for each mode:
i. Mode I - Mode I aborts use the launch escape vehicle, and no
DSKY parameters will be required.
i 2. Mode II - Mode II aborts require no SPS burns, and entering• V82E and then NSOE t get the display is recomended. This display
_ would give ARa, free-fall time (Tff), and perigee altitude (HP).
These parameters will indicate the Tff remaining for entry orientation
and can be used to estimate their landing range by adjusting AR for the
appropriate entry profile.
- _ 3. Mode III - Mode III aborts might require an SPS burn, and again
V82E and then NSOE should be entered to get the necessary display. After
achieving the proper burn attitude (fig. 21) the crew would burn the
SPS until AR is equal to zero. This would satisfy the desired landing
• coordinates for a mode III entry.
4. Mode IV - Mode IV also requires an SP8 burn, and V82E and then
NSOE are the recommended inputs. After achieving the proper burn attitude
(fig. 38) for mode IV, the crew would burn the SPS until perigee altitude
•_ is equal to 75 n. mi. plus .'i0seconds. This procedure would insure
•: , achieving a safe orbit. Caution should be employed here. If at anytime
during the burn, the perigee altitude starts decreasing, the burn
should be terminated; and, for these terminated burns with perigee
altitude less than 75 n. mi., a mode III abort should be initiated when
altitude rate is less than zero or apogee altitude less than 75 n. mi.
and an apogee kick initiated when altitude rate is positive.
5. Apogee kick - Apogee kick procedures will be to delay the C01
burn to apogee (altitude rate equal to zero) and perform the mode IV
procedure.
|
aAR or _ is the difference betveea the half-lift lan_ing
point as computed by the AGC and the desired ADRA target coordinates.
This computation is based on the current position and velocity
of the spacecraft.
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6. GO orbit - A GO orbit is defined to exist anytime the cutoff
conditions result in perigee altitude greater than 75 n. mi., and
no other action is required. V82E can be called to display insertion
parameters.
Figure 67 shows the nominal altitude rate versus velocity trace
and the current abort trajectory limits. Should the actual flight
trace violate the booster breakup line or the maximum-entry-load-limit
line, an abort is required. If tL,etrace approaches the time-of-free-
fall limit line, V82E and then NSOE should be called. Abort action is
! then taken when time of free fall equals i00 seconds and is decreasing.
Note that even if voice communications were lost, the MCC might still
have command capability; then MCC would light the abort light for
," trajectory limit violations
: Figure 68 shows the nominal-altitude-rate-versus-velocity trace for
approximately the last 2 minutes of the launch. This plot expands the
region in which abort capability starts varying rapidly. The primary
use of this chart is to show S-IVB cutoff conditions where COI capability
I exists. Therefore, the C0I boundary is defined for different altitudes.
"_ Since the altitude is fairly static near insertion, the crew could
choose the appropriate CO1 boundary and determine when the S-IVB trace
crosses into the COI capability region. The other abort capabilities
"_i can be determined directly from the DSE_. Once tower Jettison has
occurred, mode II capability extends un'_il SPLERROR (AR) becomes greater
, than -368 n. mi. corresponding to a full-lift landing at 3200 n. mi.
Mode III capability extends from AR greater than -368 n. mi. until
I nominal insertion is achieved. A GO orbit is achieved when perigee
_/ alt tude i greater than or equal to 75 n. mi.
_ Note that whenever the time of free fall is pegged at 59m59s, _he
!
, AR computation is invalid. This is true once the perigee altitude
| becomes greater than 300 000 ft. If a mode III burn is required in this
| region, AR will become valid when the burn has progressed enough to
decrease perigee below 300 000 ft.
6.0 CONCLUSIONS
The abort studies contained in this document were conducted for a
typical Apollo spacecraft and a typical Saturn V launch vehicle. This
data will be representative for launch abort planning for any of the
planned Apollo Saturn V launches that insert iuto a near-100-n, mi.
altitude circular orbit. The launch abort techniques are well establisbed
and should remain consistent for future flights. Therefor'e, the
data enclosed would satisfy the primary requirement of trajectory
data with only minor revisions to supply the specific mission-dependent •
........... ,,,,, ........ i i nn_ ..... - -
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data. These updates woula include final plotboards, crew charts, and
other pertinent trajectory data used for actual mission support. Launch
vehicle performance characteristics, CSM thrust, and weight changes
_ may alter data shown slightly (from mission to mission). Major changes
would result in reevaluating this trajectory data.
The data presented shows thq effects of variable azimuth,
launch
_; corresponding to the lunar launch window, on the various launch abort
parameters. The only significant effect of the variable azimuth on the
launch aborts are the landing coordinates. These coordinates can be
estimated from the maps showing the flight azimuth traces for the
different Sanding ranges.
If the time history of the launch changes, the associated abort
times can be correlated to the inertial velocity at abort initiation
and the resulting trajectory solutions would still be representative.
The real-time displays are specifically designed for monitoring
trajectory deviations during launch. Therefore, the data presented here
is primarily used to estimate potential problem areas and to establish
trajectory trends premission. During the mission, the ground displays
• : will accurately display the corresponding trajectory parameters. Should
J i/ malfunctions occur during launch that change the ascent profile, the
• resulting trajectory will also be monitored as if a normal launch.
The primary objective if contingencies oc,'urduring launch L
is to continue to orbit whenever possible. These studies show that
the existing launch abort procedures and techn:,ques used to define,
execute, and monitor abort trajectories are adequate for contingency
!\ • situations which could develop during the launch phase for the planned
: :i Apollo Saturn V missions
°'•,
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TABLE I.-COMMANDMODULEAERODYNAMICDATA FOR A TYPICALSATURNV MISSION
- L/D = 0.29429
XCG = 1040.83 inches YCG = -0.20 inches ZCG = 5.86 inches
Weight = 12153.0 lbs
Ill--
Bank Angle Bias =-1.95 Degrees
?
Trim Angle Lift Drag
Mach Lift-to-drag} of Attack Coefficient Coefficient
Number Rat io
{ H (nd) ¢T (deg) CL (nd) CD (nd) L/D (nd)
i 0.20 170.88 0.23378 0.82537 0.28324
0.40 167.50 0.23704 0.85430 0.27746
O. 70 164.82 0.2583 1 0.98808 0.26143
0.90 162.14 0.31453 1.06871 0.29430
: 1,10 155,46 0,48459 1.17674 0.41181 /
] .20 155.64 0,47056 1,16219 0.40489
: 1.35 154.51 0.55366 1.28485 0.43091
• ! 1.65 153.69 0.54381 1.27166 0.42764
2.00 153.63 0.52800 1.28161 0.41199
• I 2.40 154.16 0.50245 1.25127 0.401554
', _ 3.00 154.63 0.47418 1.22719 0.38640
4; 4.00 156.56 0.43658 1.22294 0.35699
' 10.00 157.20 0.62387 1.23297 0.34378
29.50 160.50 0.38183 1 . 29745 O. 29429
m Is,mare __ •
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TABLE II.- COMN_/_DMODULE AERODYNAMIC DkrA FOR A TYPICAL SATURN V MISSION
--L/D = 0.26705
T
l
XCG = 1042.82 inches YCG = -0.50 inches ZCG = 5 25 inches
Bank Angle Blas= -5.44 Degrees
Lift Drag Lift-to-dragMach Trlm Angle Coefflclent Coefflcl_ _t
Number of Attack R_tio
M (nd) _T (de_) CL (nd) Cs (nd) L/D (nd)
0.20 171.71 0.20902 0.83072 0.25161
0.40 169.02 0.20493 0.85898 0.23857
0.70 166.64 0.23833 0.99549 0.23941
0.90 163.93 0.28851 1.08077 0.26695
1.10 158.03 0.44242 1.20470 0.36725
1.20 157.87 0.43606 1.18977 0.36650
1.35 156.69 0.51175 1.30739 0.39143
1.65 155.70 0.51597 1.29642 0.39799
2.00 155.73 0.30591 1.31690 0.38416
i_ 2.40 I56.33 0,,47758 1.28839 0.370993.00 156.71 0.45097 1.26788 0.35574
, 4.00 158.37 0.41452 1.25507 0.33028
! I0.00 158.89 0.40322 1.26644 0.31839
29.50 162.33 0.35568 1.3_88 0.26705
-4
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TABLE III.- SEQUENCE OF EVENTS FOR MODE II LAUNCH ABORTS
Value of
Controlling Controlling
Condition Condition Event
Time Since Abort 0.0 Tailoff begins.
Initiated (sac)
0.56 (S-II) Thrust and weight flow equals zero
0.90 (s-IvB)
"- 3.0 S-If or S-IVB/CSM separation.
-. Servlcemodule RCS ullage begins (4 SM
RCS Jets in plus-X direction).
: 24.0 Ullage burn terminates. Coast begins.
"';"-.i.-'j Crev begins maneuvers to separate CH
/.. from SM and to orient for entry.
Altitude (ft) 400,000 Atmospheric entry. Bank angle equals
.- ._ | zero.
_3"_ 24,000 Apex cover Jettison
: : Time Since Apex 2.0 Drogue parachute deploys.
co,e,Jetti.o,(..c>
'_, Altltude 10,000 Main parachute deploys.
• -:, _, 0 Landing in Atlantic Continuous
" Recovery Area.
i iii
-- I -- . . mwm " " , _ s_,,_m_,4
.e,a_.
mm
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_TABLE VI .- SEQUENCE OF EVENTS FOR MODE III LAUNCH ABORTS
i Value of
Controlling Controlling
Condition Condition Event:
Time Since Abort 0.0 Tailoff begins,
Initiated (sec)
0_56 (S-II) Thrust and weight flow equals
0.90 (S-IVB zero.
3.0 S-IVB and CSM separate
(4 SM RCS Jets in plus X
.' direction).
24.0 Ullage burn terminates. Crew
_ begins orienting CSM for
_' retrograde horizon monitor
,_' burn with heads up.
•_.?._. 125.0 RCS ullage terminates. SPS
_.. engine ignites.
• Fredlcted Half 3,350 S_S burn terminates. Crew
'" Lift Landing begins maneuvers to separate
'. i_ _ Range (n mi) CM from SM and orient CM
with heat shield forward for
_ i entry.
'':_ :i Altitude (ft) 400,000 Atmospheric entry. Bank
_. angle equals zero.
_'_ Deceleration (gts) 0.2 Change bank angle to 55 degrees
,., South.
: _;.:' Altitude (it) 24,000 Apex cover jettison.
Time Since Apex 2.0 Drogue parachute deploys.
Cover Jettison (sec)
Altitude (ft) lOsO00 Main parachute deploys.
0 Landing at Atlantic Discrete
Recovery Area. (Short of ADRA
for early Mode III aborts).
.,_ ,
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TABLE Vlll .- SEQUENCE OF EVENTS FOR MODE IV ABORTS
Value of
Controlllng Controlllng
Condition Condition Event
Time Since Abort 0.0 S-IVB thrust tailoff begins.
Initiated (sec)
I 0.9 Thrust and weight flow equal
, zero.
3.0 S-IVB and CSM separate (4 SM
"': RCS Jets in plus X direction).
_ 24.0 Ullage burn terminates.
- 125.0 RCS ullage terminates. SPS
engine ignites.
Predicted Perigee
Altitude (n ml) 75 SPS burn terminates.
.... Orbital coast begins.
.1
.I
• t
?
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'TABLE X.- TYPICKL DSKY PARAMETER VALUES DURING LAUNCH
Predicted
Tlme of
Ground Free Fall
#
Elapsed Inertial Altitude Predicted Predicted to 300,000
Time Veloclty Altitude Rate SPLERROR Perigee Apogee Feet
(min:sec) (ft/sec) (n ml) (ft/sec) (n ml) (n ml) (n ml) (mln:sec)
3:00 9,311 49.8 2796 -2905.9 -3220.8 73.3 -3:26
i 3:20 9,688 58.5 2510 -2860.5 -3193.6 77.8 -3:27
3:40 10,107 66.4 2254 -2811.6 -3163.2 82.2 -3:29
4:00 10,576 73.4 1997 -2760.5 -3128.2 86.1 -3:29
4:20 11,092 79.5 1751 -2706.2 -3088.3 89.6 -3:29
i 4:40 11,657 84.9 1513 -2648.7 -3042.3 92.6 -3:29
5:00 12,273 89.5 1285 -2587.3 -2989.3 95.2 -3:28
5:20 12,941 93.4 1070 -2521.0 -2927.8 97.5 .3:27
5:40 13,664 96.6 870 -2448.9 -2856.0 99.4 -3:27
6:00 14,446 99.1 687 -2369.5 -2771.6 101.0 -3:27
;: 6:20 15,291 101.1 525 -2280.4 -2671.4 102.3 -3:28
6:40 16,205 102.6 388 -2178.3 -2551.2 103.3 -3:31
7:00 17 159 103.7 271 -2062.7 -2410.9 104.0 -3:36
..... 7:20 18 062 104.4 155 -1942.2 -2261.7 104.5 -3:40
7:40 19 016 104.7 70 -1798.5 -2084.5 104.8 -3:48
8:00 20 029 104.9 45 -1611.7 -1870.2 104.9 -4:04
• 8:20 21 140 105.1 63 -1377.3 -1597.6 105.1 -4:30
8:40 22 323 105.3 83 -1041.9 -1254.4 105.3 -5:20
t,
_" " 9:00 22 625 105.4 -19 -939.1 -1156.4 105.4 -5:20
9:20 23,054 105.2 -99 -779.2 -1009.5 105.3 -5:30
. t 9:40 23 498 t04.7 -159 -578.4 -846.5 105.2 -5:48
i 10:00 23,958 104.l -187 -305.7 -665.4 104.9 -6:20
; 10:20 24 631 103.5 -178 120.4 -463.3 104.5 -7:22
10:40 24,917 103.0 -130 967.7 .236.5 103.9 -9:49
11:00 25,415 102.7 -35 4037.2 19.3 103.0 -24:09
11:05.6 25,561 102.7 -I -2023.9 99.1 102.7 -59:59
_I:15.6 25,568 102.7 I -1985.1" 102.7 102.9 -59:59¢t'#
SPI.ERROR= It . (dlstance from current position to target - perigee greater than
.. 300,000 feet)TO GO
Time of free fall = POSMAX(-59:59) - perigee greater than 300,000 feet
s
" I I m_
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Figure i7.- Variation in full-lift landing range lines for a
typical Sat':rnV mission.,
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Figure19.-Maximumvariationin the full-liftlandingrange for a
typicalSaturnV mission..
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- :Figure 20.- Variation in maximum entry load factor and time of
, fr_,efall to 300 000 ft followingnominalmode II
aborts for a typical Saturn V mission.
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Figure 29.- Typical CFM weight and SPS AV changes during mode III and
,. mode IV aborts for a _ypical Saturn V mission
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- Figure 30.- Time of free fall to 300 000 ft and maximum entry load factor
_ following nominal mode III abortP, for a typical Saturn V mission.
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Figure 37.- 8PS burn time required to land at the ADRA during nominal
mode III aborts for a typical Saturn V mission.
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Figure hh.- Tracking coverage duriug nominal mode I_ aborts for a typical
Saturn V mission - 72 degree flight azimuth.
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Figure _5.- Tracking coverage during nominal mode IV abort_ for a typical
" Saturn V mission - 81-degree flight azimuth.
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Figure 46.- Tracking coverage during nominal mode IV aborts for a
typical Saturn V mission - 90-degree flight azimuth.
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Figure 47.- Tracking coverage during nominal mode IV aborts for a
typical Saturn V mission - 99-degree flight azimuth.
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Figure _8.- Tracking cover_e during nominal mode IV aborts for a
typic_l Saturn V mission - 108-degree flight azlmuth.
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Figure 5h.- Landing range control capability and associated entry
load factors for a typical Saturn V mission.
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